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COMPANY
In 2013, Cremacaffè was the first company to design and bring to the market

a double angle, light and compact wooden stand to improve the ergonomics of

electronic devices, for the well-being of the body at work and the joy of playing.
The company started between Italy and Finland, as an experiment about a

different way of living, putting in all the things Elisa and Andrea loved most,
and building at the same time closer relationships with people, places and their
stories. Since then, musicians and creatives worldwide have been a constant
source of inspiration for Cremacaffè simple and functional designs.
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HANDCRAFTED
FOR CREATIVES ON THE MOVE

Cremacaffè Design Store delivers

Portability and lightness are key fea-

the well-being of tech-users.
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makes the stands very stable; no
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KOSMO

DOUBLE TABLETOP STAND
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KOSMO

DOUBLE TABLETOP STAND

“KOOL KOSMO Desktop Synth Stand, Simple solution to a perennial problem
– indeed raising up the screen will save you neck problems in the long run –
a lesson learned by experience here at Sonic Towers.”

SonicState.com | Nick Batt

5 cremacaffedesign.com/kosmo

SPECIFICATIONS
Two Stands in One

Compatible Devices Dimensions:

KOSMO is a state of the art dou-

KOSMO unites two separable tab-

signed for heavier equipment.

wooden pieces, easy to assemble

Two Angles-Configuration: 15° & 30°

ble tabletop stand, specially de-

It will improve musicians’s posture

W 180 Min. x D 340 mm Max.

letop stands, made of interlocking
thanks to their different colours.

while playing any desktop synth, pro-

Rock-solid, super-light & antiskid, it

devices with compatible dimensions.

to fit in your backpack or laptop bag.

fessional music gear and electronic

cremacaffedesign.com/kosmo

can be flat-packed in seconds, ready
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SPIKE

TABLETOP SYNTH STAND
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SPIKE

TABLETOP SYNTH STAND

Photo © 2015 Cenk Sayinli

“MAD SOLID.

I’d recommend them to any DJ or Producer in need of a stylish and ergonomic
light weight stand for their beloved pieces of gear.”

BBOYTechReport.com | Corry Banks
“I am so impressed how well it fits

and so glad I can have extra space

for more equipment to add to my set!”

ABRASIVE | Andrea Musumarra
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SPECIFICATIONS
Two Angles-Configuration: 30° & 60°
Compatible Devices Dimensions:
W 120 Min. x D 210 mm Max.

Photo © 2016 Mike Acosta

SPIKE tabletop stand improves

The stand consists of three inter-

ing any desktop synth and devic-

and compact size, plus its flatness

the musician’s posture while playes with compatible dimensions.

Its two-angles configuration adapts

both to the sitting or standing posi-

tions, making a live performance or
a studio session just as comfortable.

cremacaffedesign.com/spike

locking wooden pieces. Its weight

when disassembled, make it the per-

fect companion in the studio and on
the road.

SPIKE is Cremacaffè’s first product

and one of the most popular to date.
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K O L I BRI

LAPTOP & TABLET STAND
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KOLIB RI

LAPTOP & TABLET STAND

All Cremacaffè wooden stands

The design process, the use of nat-

stripped to the essential.

make Cremacaffè stands a labor of

are fun to assemble and use, and

No screws are needed. It takes a

gentle pressure of the hands to make
all the pieces fall in place properly: by

slightly bending the wood, the stand
becomes very sturdy and stable.

The final word on the design is given

to the Client, which usually finds new
and personal ways to use it.

15 cremacaffedesign.com/kolibri

ural materials and hand finishing

love, which turns into a great crea-

tivity boost in the hands of its Owner.
“Anyone who uses a properly designed object feels the presence
of an artist who has worked for

him, bettering his living conditions and encouraging him to develop his taste and sense of
beauty” (B. Munari).

SPECIFICATIONS
Optimized for: Writing, Drawing,

Gaming, Movie Watching, DJing.

Four Angles: 15°, 30°, 60° & 90°.

Compatible Devices Dimensions:
W 140 Min. x D 300 mm Max.

“STYLISH AND FLEXIBLE”

MusicRadar.com | Tech MusicRadar Team
KOLIBRI laptop and tablet stand

KOLIBRI offers four-in-one ergo-

and holds up to 18’’ laptops, plus

writing, visual work, gaming and

weighs half than a smartphone
a wide range of tablets.

This versatile tabletop stand ensures best posture of the body at
work, while keeping the laptop cool
and cables out of the way.

cremacaffedesign.com/kolibri

nomic configurations, optimized for
movie watching.

A piece of beautiful, minimalist design, which can be packed flat in
seconds and taken
needed.

wherever is
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K O L I BRI

LAPTOP & TABLET STAND
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HERO

SMALL TABLETOP STAND

Photo © 2015 Paul Gaeta | The MOOG Museum

“A simple stand can really help speed up
productivity when you are comfortable
and able to navigate between multiple
devices with a simple glance.”

ADSR Sounds | Mike Acosta
“It’s like a little

wooden origami for synths.”

BBOYTechReport.com | Corry Banks
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SPECIFICATIONS
Four Positions

Two Angles-Configuration: 30°, 60°

Compatible Devices Dimensions:
Maximum Depth: 160 mm

side for thin devices
side for thicker devices

Hero is the smallest of Cremacaffè

Hero is minimal geometry at its best:

solution to improve posture while

with a fine smooth wooden finish,

design stand series: the ideal
using small devices such as the
Korg Volca, iPad mini, TE OP-1

incredibly robust and lightweight,

pleasing to the eye and to the touch.

and many others. Its original de-

The stand consists of three inter-

tion plus four different positions, to

and compact size, when disassem-

sign features two-angles configuraaccommodate several types of devices with compatible dimensions.
cremacaffedesign.com/hero

locking wooden pieces. Its lightness
bled, make it the perfect companion
in studio and on the road.
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ELECTRIBE SHIFT SKIN
ELECTRIBE REDISCOVERED

The SHIFT function Skin helps
you make the most out of your

Electribe music creative flow,
by keeping all trigger pads hidden
shortcuts visible and at hand.
No adhesive needed.

Material: Radiographic Film
Compatible with:

Electribe 2 & Sampler

21 cremacaffedesign.com/electribe-skin

WOODEN MINIATURES
BEECH WOOD KEYCHAINS

Cremacaffè miniature keychains

pay homage to some all time fa-

vorite music machines and retro
electronics. The aroma and velvety

touch of these “chocs” is designed to
be an everyday treat.

Material: Beech Wood

cremacaffedesign.com/keychains-miniatures
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MATER IALS
Nature plays a major role in Cremacaffè Design philosophy:

All our products are designed following a natural materials/minimum waste lead.

POPLAR PLYWOOD

We use poplar plywood, which is made of five crossing layers of wood glued

under pressure. This allows us to build complex geometrical shapes into light,
stable and shock resistant products. Furthermore, laser cutting of plywood does
not produce the toxic fumes plastics would, resulting in a more sustainable
product. Our products are hand sanded and finished without using solvents,
thus allowing the wood they are made of to return to nature harmlessly.
Available colors: Natural Poplar & Black.

BIKE TIRES

Our products are all skid-proofed by applying bumpers from reused bike tires.

Our designs are based on the principle “what goes around, comes around”,

therefore we found a minimal impact solution, which is pleasing to the eye, and
is going to make very happy all the finger drummers out there!

RADIOGRAPHIC FILM

To get beautiful and durable overlays for your synths, we found out that virgin
radiographic film is indeed a great material. The translucent silver plates we

use are expired and not developed, and would have otherwise gone to waste.
Radiographic film is an emulsion-gelatin covered in silver halide crystals. Very
thin and resistant, it allows us to cut with great detail.
Read more about materials we use at:
cremacaffedesign.com/materials
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THANK YOU FOR READING!
Elisa & Andrea
Please contact us at:
info@cremacaffedesign.com
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